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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 Tensions remain following the Kurdish independence referendum and the ISF move into disputed territories 

occupied by Peshmerga. Armed clashes have occurred between Peshmerga and ISF, but only over limited 

territorial objectives of economic significance. Acts of low-level violence, intimidation and provocation have 

been reported in Nineveh, Kirkuk, Diyala, Babel and Wasit, Baghdad and Erbil also remain in a ‘standoff’ over 

Baghdad’s demands for access to the border crossings with Turkey in northern Dohuk province.  While 

international mediation is underway, both sides currently remain entrenched in the political positions. 

  

 ISF have liberated IS’ last remaining territorial holding in Iraq along the Euphrates River Valley in Anbar 

province, and the group is also under pressure in Syria. These losses of territory will likely see IS revert back 

to their asymmetric warfare model of terrorist attacks. This will potentially see a heightened impetus for high-

profile attacks into population centres in the north, west and capital regions. These will likely be constrained by 

security footprint, particularly in Baghdad, with attacks most likely to strike secondary or opportunistic targets 

in outlying districts (including checkpoints). IS still retain a degree of freedom of movement in the rural areas of 

Anbar and along the Syrian border area. Though recent IS suicide attack plans appear to be focusing on 

outlying areas, the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah are likely to be key targets for further high-profile attacks, as 

was seen on September 27. 

 

 A complex attack against Shia pilgrims in western Dhi Qar on September 14 exhibits IS retains intent and 

capability for substantial attacks in the southern provinces. The region remains assessed as non-permissive 

for IS to significantly escalate operations due to demographics, with the few Sunni militant sympathizers in the 

region remaining isolated. Other major attacks in the south so far this year include two SVBIED attacks in 

Basra province on May 19 and SVIED attacks in Karbala and Babel on June 9. 

Medium to long term outlook  

 

 In the absence of a concerted effort to engage disenfranchised and radical tribes in Sunni dominated areas of 

the country, it is possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points 

between radical Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups, especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  

Limited reporting has already pointed to displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. IS 

is almost certain to revert to a decentralized insurgency, conducting asymmetric attacks in permissive areas of 

the country, which will be complemented by more substantial complex attacks in areas of Anbar, Salah ad-Din, 

and Nineveh.  

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by the dispatch of large segments of 

the security forces to the frontlines up north.  Long-term tensions are also likely to be driven by the return of 

Shia militia factions likely expecting material and social rewards for the contribution in the national campaign 

against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Arba’een religious festival passes without significant incident 
The Shia religious festival of Arba’een culminated on November 10 in Karbala (65 km southwest of Baghdad).  

Unofficial estimates put the figure of pilgrims taking part at between seven to fourteen million.  No significant 

mass casualty attacks were reported over the period. The dispersal of Shia pilgrims from Karbala will take place 

over the coming one to two days.  As such we may continue to see a number of traffic restrictions in place as 

pilgrims travel home, heightened security can also be expected along the pilgrimage dispersal routes. 

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Low Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**   North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Political 
 

Potential signs of political compromise between Baghdad and Erbil 

The Iraqi central government has promised to halt efforts aiming at changing the name of the autonomous 

Kurdistan Region if the Kurds send a delegation to ‘normalise’ relations. "Baghdad has promised to resolve the 

problem of calling the Kurdistan Region 'Northern Iraq Provinces' in the [2018] draft budget law," Iraq's 

Displacement and Migration Minister Derbaz Muhammad, a Kurd, stated in a press interview on November 6. "If 

the Kurds do not send a delegation to Baghdad, then the draft budget [law] will be approved by the [Iraqi] 

parliament and this will deal a big blow to Kurdish interests," he said, adding: "There is still a chance to protect 

the Kurdish share of the national budget if the Baghdad-Erbil relations are normalised." In a press conference in 

Erbil also on November 6, Kurdish Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani stated that the regional government is 

ready to hand over oil revenues and control of border crossings to the Iraqi government on the condition that the 

central government in Baghdad pays the Kurdish share of the national budget.  

  

Iraq's top court invalidates Kurdish secession vote 

The Federal Supreme Court of Iraq has ruled that the constitution does not allow the secession of any region in 

the country.  "No region or province can secede from Iraq according to Article 1 of the constitution," a court 

spokesman said on November 6, adding that "the constitution maintains the unity of the country".  The ruling 

came in response to a government request to annul the results of the recent independence referendum carried 

out by the Kurdistan Regional Government on September 25, according to the website of Sumaria News TV.  

Meanwhile, the office of Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi issued a statement welcoming the ruling of the country's 

Supreme Court.  The statement stressed “the government's commitment to maintaining the unity of the country 

and preventing any separatist attempt”. 

 

PM Abadi’s weekly TV address covers disputed areas  

During his weekly news conference, aired by state-run Iraqi News TV on November 7, Iraqi Prime Minister 

Haider al-Abadi warned against targeting civilians or attacking federal troops deployed in the disputed areas 

between federal Iraq and the Kurdistan Region.  Abadi warned that the Iraqi authorities knew the identities of 

“those who plan to embroil the disputed areas in a security crises," and warned against "spreading false news 

and intimidation among Iraqi people".  Abadi also said that the Iraqi federal forces had completed their 

deployment in all the disputed areas.  Abadi also stated that the federal government is committed to paying the 

salaries of employees in Kurdistan and maintain security in the region.  Abadi also stressed that no foreign 

parties are allowed to interfere in Iraqi affairs.   

 

Qatar to reopen embassy in Baghdad; Iraq FM comments on Qatar and regional issues  

Qatari Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani has said that his country will reopen its 

embassy in Baghdad soon.  Speaking during a joint news conference in Doha with his Iraqi counterpart on 

November 8, Al-Thani said that Qatari Emir Tamim bin Hamad has issued his instructions to reopen the 

embassy and send an ambassador to Iraq.  "We hope this will represent a new step in the Qatari-Iraqi relations," 

Al-Thani told reporters during the conference, aired live by Al-Jazeera TV. He added that Doha is supporting Iraq 

and will contribute to rebuilding the country.  Commenting on the current Gulf crisis, Al-Thani said that the 

countries boycotting Doha are demonstrating "political procrastination and rejection of dialogue".  For his part, 

Iraqi top diplomat Ibrahim al-Jaafari said that Baghdad upholds dialogue to solve any crisis and rejects the 

blockade of any country.  
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Security 
 

Twin suicide attack in Kirkuk city targets PMU forces 

One civilian was reported killed and 16 others injured in two suicide bomb attacks in the city of Kirkuk on the 

afternoon of November 5 according to initial reports from the Iraqi authorities.  Later reports citing ‘local medical 

sources’ reported however that the five people had been killed and over 20 injured.  The attacks took place in 

the city centre area and targeted a Popular Mobilisation Unit (PMU) facility according to Al-Jazeera TV.  

According to local sources, at least one of two bombings took place in Atlas Street in the city centre; the first 

attacker blew up an explosives-rigged car, followed by the second, who used an explosive belt. Separate reports 

also claimed that ISF EOD disarmed a VBIED parked near Atlas Street, arresting an individual at the scene, 

though this remains unconfirmed.  

 

Islamic State urges fighters to obey leaders in face of adversity 

Islamic State has urged its fighters and followers to remain steadfast and faithful in the face of adversity and 

obedient to the group's leaders.  IS published guidance to that effect in the latest edition of its Arabic-language 

weekly online newspaper al-Naba.  The ‘guidance’ contains no specific references to the loss of Mosul, Raqqa, 

Deir ez-Zor or Al Qaim, but it is clearly a response to those major setbacks and an indication of the leadership's 

concern that its adherents might despair and desert the group.  The guidance is peppered with quotations from 

the Koran and the opinions of religious scholars, among them the mediaeval cleric Ibn Taymiyyah, whom Salafi 

jihadists revere.  These are used to support the call for steadfastness, patience, fortitude and faith in God and 

reinforce the doctrine of the duty of absolute obedience to rulers or leaders that is one of the backbones of Sunni 

Islam.   

 

US aid to continue for Kurdish Peshmerga; Erbil calls for continued US mediation 

The US-led coalition fighting Islamic State will continue to provide aid for the Kurdish Peshmerga forces despite 

recent clashes with Iraqi government troops, Peshmerga Ministry spokesman Halgurd Hikmat said in a 

statement on November 6.  He also stated that Belgium received five wounded Peshmerga fighters for medical 

treatment, thought it was not stated if the Peshmerga members were injured in fighting IS or in recent clashes 

with federal troops.  The Peshmerga Ministry earlier on November 6 also stated that negotiations with Iraqi 

forces were ongoing but that the Iraqi army was yet to respond to a Kurdish proposal asking for the withdrawal of 

Iraqi government-sponsored PMU forces from the disputed areas.  

 

Further speculative reports over IS leaders location 

Several media outlets have reported that the IS leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi fled from Iraq to Syria as ISF 

advanced on Al Qaim in early November.  According to the reports, citing an unspecified ‘intelligence source’ al-

Baghdadi was transported from the area of Rawah on the Euphrates River Valley in north-western Anbar, across 

the border to Deir ez-Zor in Syria ahead of the Iraqi advance.  IS released an audio recording purportedly of al-

Baghdadi in September, after Russian forces had claimed to have killed him in an airstrike in Raqqa in June.  

These latest reports over al-Baghdadi’s location should be treated as speculative at best. 

 

Sadrist aligned militia ordered to withdraw from Kirkuk city  

Several Iraqi and Kurdish media reports have claimed that Iraqi Shia cleric and politician Muqtada al-Sadr has 

ordered his militia Saraya al-Salam (Peace Brigades), which is part of the government-sponsored Popular 

Mobilisation Units (PMU), to close their offices and withdraw from Kirkuk city within 72 hours.  In a statement, 

Sadr asserted that the return of security to the governorate is the Iraqi security forces’ mission.  He also forbade 

Sadrist Movement members from having any financial or commercial business in Kirkuk.  Saraya al-Salam 

leader Abu Reda al-Musawi had previously asserted that the militia were only deployed to support of the ISF and 

would not take part in any security operations, unless an official order was given.  
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Syrian TV report the recapture of Albu Kamal bordering Al Qaim in Anbar province 

On November 8, Syrian official news channel Al-Ikhbariyah al-Suriyah reported that pro-government forces had 

completely recaptured the town of Albu Kamal, which lies on the border with Iraq opposite Al Qaim and was one 

of the last remaining strongholds of Islamic State in the country.  "Units from the Syrian Arab Army and affiliated 

forces have completely liberated the town of Albu Kamal from IS terrorists," Al-Ikhbariyah TV reported in a 

breaking news screen caption.  Earlier in the day, Syrian army and pro-government fighters joined up with Iraqi 

forces on the border between the two countries, the Hezbollah-linked Central Military Media Twitter account 

reported.  

 

IS video says setbacks are not the end of the 'caliphate' 

Islamic State has released a defiant video insisting that recent major defeats suffered by the group do not mean 

the end of its self-styled caliphate.  The video appeared to be primarily aimed at reassuring the group's fighters 

of ultimate victory despite being on the verge of losing all its territory in Iraq and Syria.  The eight-minute film 

started with the voice of IS's late spokesman Abu Muhammad al-Adnani recalling how the group had previously 

bounced back stronger following significant setbacks.  The video featured a militant who argued that IS's loss of 

major territory did not spell the group's end and that the group had previously experienced ‘tough’ situations yet 

remained steadfast until they were victorious.  The video however admitted that some fighters had left the group 

as a result of recent setbacks, but explained that those who had defected had not genuinely shared the group's 

ideology and convictions but had joined to be on the ‘winning side’.   

 

Iraq to deploy mainly Kurdish federal force to Tuz Khurmatu 

On November 10, a Kurdish minister said that the Iraqi government has agreed to deploy a predominantly-

Kurdish federal force in the volatile town of Tuz Khurmatu in Salah ad-Din province, according to reports posted 

on the Khandan website affiliated to Kurdish politician Bahram Salih.  The minister of migration and displaced 

persons, Darbaz Muhammed, said in a statement that he and Culture Minister Firyad Rawanduzi (also a Kurd) 

have asked Prime Minister Haidar Al-Abadi to deploy a presidential guard force in the multi-ethnic town.  

Muhammed added that Abadi had agreed to the request, and the force would be deployed in the town on 13 

November.   

Humanitarian  
  

IS may still hold up to 10,000 in Rawah in Anbar, according to Iraq’s human rights body 

Islamic State militants are still holding around 10,000 civilians within Rawah town in western Anbar according to 

a statement on October 8 by Iraq’s human rights body.  The Iraqi High Commission for Human Rights expressed 

its concern for the fate of innocents besieged inside Rawah, adding that according to reports they have received 

IS are still holding upto 2500 families, which could equate to 10,000 individuals.  The commission said IS have 

prevented civilians from reaching safe routes created by Iraqi security forces for their evacuation and warned 

that the militants intended to use them as human shields and hamper the imminent advance of Iraqi forces.  The 

commission also urged the Iraqi government to hasten its operations to liberate the town and to secure 

humanitarian needs from local and world relief organizations.  

Economy 
 

KRG describes Iraqi PM's comments on the 2018 draft budget as a 'cause for concern' 

The Kurdistan Region's Council of Ministers has expressed concerns about the Iraqi prime minister's comments 

on a number of key issues, including the reduction of the Kurdish region's share in the national budget from 17 to 

12 per cent.  The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) made the comments in a statement published on its 

website.  The statement called on Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi to resolve issues between the two sides 

on the negotiating table, rather than through the media.  The KRG's statement followed comments made by 

Abadi in his weekly speech November 8, in which he stated that the 17 per cent budget share claimed by the 

KRG was not a law, but it should be subject to annual review based on provinces' "need".  The statement 

welcomed Abadi's offer for the federal government to directly pay the salaries of public sector workers and the 
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Peshmerga forces of the Kurdistan Region in future.  However, Abadi had suggested that the KRG payroll was 

inflated, saying that any money spent would need to be carefully audited.   

 

Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) orders private banks to close Kurdistan branches 

The Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) has ordered all private banks in Kurdistan Region to suspend foreign trading 

according to media reports issued on November 8.  The order quotes the Iraqi parliament’s decision in October 

to ban the sale of foreign currency to all banks working in Kurdistan.  The CBI in an official statement dated 

October 12, 2017 also prohibited all banks operating in the Kurdistan Region from selling foreign currencies.  

Other reports have also claimed that private banks operating in the region should cease trading from November 

14.  The CBI statement said, “Based on the decision of the House of Representatives No. 58 in 2017/10/12 on 

the non-sale of foreign currency to banks operating in the region or have branches in it, the Central Bank 

confirms commitment to this the decision.” The statement stressed that “the failure of any bank to comply with 

this decision and within one week of its implementation, the bank will be prevented from entering the window of 

sale of foreign currency with the CBI.”   
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 
Turkish airstrikes again targeted Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) positions in the Kurdish region of northern Iraq 

over the reporting period. Airstrikes were reported to have hit over 30 separate locations in Zap, Avasin, Basyan, 

Mt. Qandil, Sinat-Haftanin, Gara, Hakurk, and Metina regions over November 4-6.  

 

Legacy IED’s and ERW continue to kill and injure civilians in Mosul and its outlying districts in Nineveh province, 

with at least eight cases reported over the period, the majority again being concentrated within the western areas 

of the city.  An IED attack was reported against the Federal Police in Badush, leaving three dead. ISF also 

reported seizing a VBIED and arrested its driver in the Sumer neighbourhood in eastern Mosul. Elsewhere in 

Nineveh province, a cache of weapons and munitions were seized, ISF were also reported to have repelled an 

IS attack in the desert areas near Tal Afar.   

Dozens of people staged a protest in Tuz Khurmatu district in eastern Salah ad-Din province, calling for the 

withdrawal of PMU from Kirkuk city, the Baghdad - Kirkuk highway was reported blocked off for several hours.  

Four suspected IS locations in Mutaibijah in Salah ad Din province were reported to have been targeted in Iraqi 

airstrikes. Uncorroborated reports also claimed that a VBIED detonated in central Tuz Khurmatu in on November 

6 – this however remains unconfirmed. Elsewhere in the province, ISF were reported to have safely removed 60 
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IEDs in al-Zab region, north of Bayji and 120 IEDs in Ajeel oil field during their ongoing clearance operations in 

the recently liberated areas in the province.   

Two suicide attackers targeted a compound belonging to the PMU in Atlas Street in central Kirkuk city on 

November 5, reports claimed that five people were killed and 16 injured. A third bomber was reported arrested at 

the scene. Reports later claimed that Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, had ordered his Peace Brigades Militia – who 

were the target of the attack - to withdraw from their positions in Kirkuk city within 72 hours and hand over 

security posts to the ISF.  Sixteen tons of Urea fertilizer (used in homemade explosives production) was also 

reported seized during an operation in the Kirkuk Industrial Area, south of Kirkuk city.  Armed gunmen were 

reported to have kidnapped four employees of the North Oil Company (NOC) south of Kirkuk on November 10.  

According to reports the gunmen stopped the employees car as the exited the Jambur oil concession in southern 

Kirkuk province.  Their current whereabouts remains unknown. 

Diyala Operations Command reported destructing one safe-house and disarming four IEDs and one explosive 

vest during a clearance operation launched in Nahr al-Imam village of Muqdadiyah, northeast of Baqubah. Nahr 

al-Imam village was also reported to have been hit by IDF on at least two occasions over the week. Diyala IPS 

also reported dismantling an IS sleeper cell who were planning to launch attacks against Shia pilgrims.   ISF 

reported a large number of counter-terror arrests across the province over the week.  Elsewhere in the province, 

ISF artillery destroyed three IS safe-houses in the Thalib valley area 80 km northeast of Baqubah.  ISF also 

reported repulsing an IS attack on security outposts in the area al-Adaimm 60km north of Baqubah.  PMU 

artillery was reported to have targeted IS militants as they attempted to infiltrate from the Hamrin mountain area 

toward the Tuz Khurmatu region.   
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Security operations in Anbar remain focused on the area of Al Qaim following its official liberation from IS on 

November 3.  In a statement on the official PMU website on November 4, the PMU field engineering director 

Abu-Shams al-Ukaili said that PMU forces had defused significant quantities of explosive devices in Al Qaim 

town.  An ISF senior officer was reported killed and four other soldiers injured in an IED strike on a military 

convoy near the Phosphate Fertilizer Plant in Al Qaim district.   

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi visited Al Qaim state TV Iraqia News reported on November 5.  Abadi also 

raised the Iraqi flag over Hasiba border crossing to celebrate retaking the area from IS.  ISF and PMU forces 

were also reported to have held a military parade in Al Qaim to celebrate the liberation of the town. Six 

suspected IS militants were also reported to have been arrested in a series of cordon and search operations in 

Al Qaim district.  A spokesman for Kataib Hezbollah (KH) which is part of the PMU forces, Jaafar al Hussaini, 

told reporters that the Shi’ite militia group is fighting IS militants near Albu Kamal in Syria. He claimed the fighters 

were already on the Syrian side of the border. Later reports claimed that PM Abadi had issued an order to the 

PMU troops to pull back into Iraq. Anbar commander Lt Gen Abdul Amir Rashid al-Yarallah reported that at least 

500 IS militants were killed during the recent operations to liberate Al Qaim.  Separate reports also claimed that 

ISF intercepted and destroyed a VBIED targeted against security forces on the outskirts of Rummanah.  

Elsewhere in Anbar, the Iraqi Joint Operations Command reported the destruction of 25 IS training camps and 

one safe-house during a pre-emptive security operation carried out in the desert areas between Rutbah and the 

Karbala provincial boundary.  
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 
Activity in the capital region over the reporting period has remained relatively subdued.  Despite the culmination 

of the Arba’een pilgrimage which has seen large numbers of pilgrims through the city, no mass casualty attacks 

have occurred over the reporting period. To the north of the capital, activity around the Tarmiyah, Mushada area 

has again seen a mixture of arms finds and low level attacks.  ISF were reported to have defused three IEDs and 

seized a cache of munitions and explosives containing four mortars in two separate operations in the Tarmiyah 

and Tha`labah areas to the north of Baghdad city.   

Within the Baghdad city area activity has seen a mixture of low level IED activity, kidnapping events and 

shooting incidents.  The only incident of note was the attempted suicide attack against pilgrims in al-Raheed in 

the south of the city when ISF reported killing a suicide attacker near al-Rasheed vegetable wholesale market in 

southern Baghdad on November 8, as he attempted to detonate his explosive belt against Shia pilgrims.  

 

To the west of the city, a cache of explosives and munitions containing two explosive vests, four IEDs and 22 

mortars was reported found and seized in an operation in the Zaidan area of Abu Ghraib.  A separate cache find 

containing explosives and munitions was seized during a search operation in al-Ma'amir area, west of Baghdad 

city.  To the south of the capital, reports on the morning of November 7 claimed that ISF killed two suicide 

bombers as they attempted to target pilgrims passing through the Radwaniyah district. Five IEDs and a cache of 

munitions containing seven mortars and one rocket were reported to have been found and seized during a 

search operation in the Arab Nouri area, south of Baghdad city.  A separate cache find in Latifiyah district 

recovered one rocket and seven grenades.   
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

Security operations in southern Iraq have been primarily focused on the Arba’een period which culminated on 

November 9/10.  The week prior saw large numbers of Shia pilgrims from across Iraq and the wider region 

converge on Karbala.  Unofficial estimates put the figure of pilgrims taking part at between seven to fourteen 

million.  No significant mass casualty attacks were reported over the period.  A cache of munitions and 

explosives containing twenty IEDs was found and seized during security operation in Musayyib, north of Hillah.  

An unidentified gunmen was reported to have opened fire on a Shia pilgrim procession in Jurf al-Nasr, north of 

Hillah in Babil province, no casualties were reported. ISF were also reported to have disarmed an IED planted on 

Suwairah Bridge, north of Suwairah, in western Wasit. 

  

In Karbala over 20 individuals were reported arrested for what was termed ‘racially inflammatory propaganda’ 

they were reported to have been Iraq Shirazi’s, a Shia fundamentalist sect with historic links to Karbala and Qom 

in Iran.  Several Iranian pilgrims were also reported to have been arrested for the possession of narcotics. ISF 

reported that a joint clearance operation with both ISF and PMU forces had been launched in the Najaf desert 

area in the west of the province.  

 

A civilian was reported to have shot and killed two of his brothers in the area of Kmit in Maysan province, 

following a disagreement over inheritance.  Six people, including two children, were reported injured in two 

separate tribal clashes in Maysan.  Tribal clashes were reported in the Qalaa Saleh district in the north of the 

province and the Hassan al-Askari neighbourhood in the centre of Amarah.  
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The Arba’een period and an increased security presence in Basra has seen a slight decrease in the levels of 

hostile activity reported this week, the profile of violence continues to be low-level intimidatory and tribal in 

nature, security within the province is still amongst the most stable in Iraq, even more so now as thousands of 

security force members are deployed to the north of the province to protect Shi’a pilgrims. ISF reported the arrest 

of four individuals after a tribal dispute broke out in the Shaibah area of Zubair, five assault rifles and an 

unspecified quantity of ammunition were also reported seized. ISF were also reported to have arrested a man on 

Article IV terrorism charges at the al-Sidra main checkpoint on Route Tampa south in the west of Basra province.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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